The Israeli Allergy and Clinical Immunology Annual meeting 2014
Scientific program - Preliminary
Dates 4-6/12/14
Venue – Dan Carmel, Haifa

Thursday 4TH December 2014

08:30-09:00 Welcome reception.

09:00-13:00 Joint Immunodeficiency Canada/IAACI Satellite Symposium on Primary Immunodeficiency

1st session: Moderators: Ilan Dalal, Chaim Roifman

09:00-09:05 Welcome by IAACI president – Nancy Agmon-Levin
09:05-09:10 Welcome by IAACI chair of Primary Immunodeficiency forum – Raz Somech
09:10-09:15 Welcome by host city - Amos Etzioni
09:15-09:20 Welcome by Immunodeficiency Canada - Chaim Roifman

09:30–09:50 Novel Combined Immunodeficiencies.
   Chaim Roifman
09:55–10:15 CD3 Immunodeficiencies
   Jose Regueiro:
10:20–10:40 Different reactive cells in SCID patients can live side by side
   Raz Somech
10:45–11:05 Dendritic cells and Immunodeficiency
   Siobhan Burns

11:10-11:40 Coffee break

2nd session: Moderators: Amit Nahum, Alessandro Aiuti

11:40–12:00 Clinical Manifestations associated with novel mutations
   in the coiled-coil domain of STAT1
   Amit Nahum
12:05-12:25 Gene therapy
   Alessandro Aiuti
12:30–12:50 Protein therapy
   Eyal Grunebaum
12:55–13:15  PID- Where are we heading, a 40 years perspective
Amos Etzioni

13:15-14:15  Lunch

14:30-16:00  Eosinophilic diseases and Asthma
3rd session:  Moderators: Meir Shalit and Zeev Sthoeger

14:30-14:50  HES diagnosis: an update.
Amy Klion

Miguel Stein

15:10-15:30  Air Pollution and childhood asthma
David Bernstein

Shmuel kivity

15:50-16:00  Asthma and asthma exacerbation exists in early childhood and can be treated effectively with inhaled corticosteroids.
Benjamin Volovitz

16:00-16:30  Coffee break

16:30-18:00  From autoimmunity to immune dysregulation
4th session:  Moderators: Nancy Agmon-Levin and Elias Toubi

16:30-16:50  Novel aspects/factors of the mosaic of autoimmunity
Yehuda Shoenfeld

16:55-17:15  Mechanisms of actions of IVIG
Bruce Mazer

17:20-17:30  Mechanisms underlying IL-2 production by regulatory mast cells in chronic allergic dermatitis.
Alon Hershko

17:35-17:45  Fecal calprotectin concentration in chronic granulomatous disease patients as a marker for subclinical intestinal inflammation.
Aron Broides

17:50-18:00  Identification of metal sensitization in sarcoid-like metal exposed patients by the MELISA® Lymphocyte proliferation test
Yifat alcalay/ Elizabeth Fireman

18:00-19:00  General assembly – IAACI physicians only.

19:30  Dinner

21:00  Concert - Shem Tov Levi ensemble at the Ticotin museum
Friday 5\textsuperscript{th} December 2014

\textbf{08:30-11:00  Allergy and Immunology – two sides of a coin}
5\textsuperscript{th} session:  Moderators: Itzhak Katz and Menachem Rottem

08:30-08:50  Novel therapeutic approaches to eosinophilic disorders
Amy Klion

08:55-09:15  Sublingual immunotherapy for Asthma
Ulrich Wahn

09:20-09:40  Acquired Angioedema Related to Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Inhibitors (ACEI-AAE) - an Update
Avner Reshef

09:45-09:55  Sea of Galilee Allergy - Sensitization to cyanobacteria in surfers in the Sea of Galilee
Ronit Confino-Cohen

10:00-10:10  Azithromycin's effects on upper airway IL-8 levels and subsequent recurrent wheezing in infants with RSV bronchiolitis: The APW-RSV proof-of-concept clinical trial
Avraham Beigelman

10:15-10:25  Evaluation and Management of Adverse Reactions to Childhood Vaccines in Allergy Clinic
Yael Levy

10:30-10:40  Peripartum anaphylaxis: diagnostic and therapeutic challenge.
Natalie Daniel-Germider

10:45-10:55  The value of SPT and sIgE as predictor of clinical allergy for specific foods
Yitzhak Katz

11:00-11:10  Oral Immunotherapy with Baked milk for Patients Allergic to Cow's Milk – Interim Analysis from a Multicenter Study
Shira Benor

11:15-11:45  Coffee break

\textbf{11:45-1400  High lights in Allergy.}
6\textsuperscript{th} session:  Moderators: Aharon Kessel and Valery Teplitsky

11:45-11:55  The value of SPT and sIgE as predictor of clinical allergy for specific foods
Yitzhak Katz

12:00-12:10  Oral Immunotherapy with Baked milk for Patients Allergic to Cow's Milk – Interim Analysis from a Multicenter Study
Shira Benor

12:15-12:25  Use of Baked Milk in Oral Immunotherapy for Severe IgE-mediated Cow's Milk Protein allergic patients.
Michael Goldberg

12:30-12:40  The significance of allergic contact urticaria to milk in children with cow’s milk allergy
Vered Schichter-Konfino
12:45-12:55  Oral Immunotherapy (OIT) in combination with Omalizumab for treatment of highly sensitive Cow Milk Protein (CMP) allergic patients: Local Experience.
   Liat Nachshon

13:00-13:10  QOL and Urticaria
   Aharon Kessel

13:15-13:25  Clinical-laboratory characteristics of ANA positive chronic idiopathic urticaria
   Eli Magen

13:30-13:40  Seasonal exacerbation of asthma is frequently associated with urticaria
   Zahava Vadasz

13:45-13:55  Successful Omalizumab Treatment of a 6-Year Old Child with Severe Solar Urticaria
   Yuval Tal

14:00       Lunch

19:00       Dinner

21:00       Magical mystery tour band – the beetlemania.